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If A is an algebra with unit, Man A-bimodule, the Hochschild homology groups H,(A,M) are 
modules over the center Z(A). We show that these homology groups behave well with respect to 
localization in the commutative ring Z(A). We deduce a Mayer-Vietoris principle, and give some 
examples (commutative algebras, enveloping algebras, crossed-product algebras). 
Introduction 
If A is an algebra with unit, Ma bimodule over A, then the Hochschild homology 
groups H,(A, M) are modules over the center Z(A) of A. We show that localization 
of the modules over Z(A) commutes with the formation of Hochschild homology. 
We deduce a Mayer-Vietoris principle for cyclic homology, and give some examples 
(commutative algebras, enveloping algebras, crossed-product algebras). 
The commutative case was previously proven by J.-L. Loday, as a tool to sheafify 
Hochschild and cyclic homology, in the context of schemes [8]. It is proven, in the 
same context as the one in the present paper, by Geller, Reid and Weibel, who give 
applications to the cyclic homology of singular curves [5]. Finally, Block, in his 
Ph.D. thesis [I], proves a general Mayer-Vietoris theorem, from which our Cor- 
ollary 3 may be deduced. He uses it in non-commutative cases similar to the example 
following our Corollary 3. 
Notation. For k a commutative algebra with unit, B a commutative k-algebra with 
unit, Speck(B) C Spec(B) denotes the space of prime ideals I in B such that k. I= I. 
Let k be a commutative ring (with unit), A an associative k-algebra with unit, 
which is flat over k. The Hochschild homology groups H&4, M) = Torf@Ao(A,M), 
where M is any (A,A)-bimodule, viewed as an ABA’-left module, is a quadri- 
module over the center Z(A) of A, because Z(A@A’) =Z(A)@Z(A) acts by 
A @A’-linear endomorphisms, both on A and M. However, the Z(A @A’)-action 
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on M gives the same action as the Z(A @A’)-action on A, twisted by the involution 
of Z(A@A’) which permutes the two factors. Since the left and right action of 
Z(A) on A coincide, we are left with just one action of Z(A) on H,(A,M). 
Now, we let S be a multiplicative subset of Z(A) - (0)) and we denote by Z(A)s, 
As, Ms the localizations of Z(A), A, M with respect to S. For instance, 
Ms=Mz(A)gz(A) (z(A),oz(Ak). 
x 
Proposition 1. There is a natural isomorphism 
H,(A, M) 0 Z(A), 7 Hk(AS, MS) 
Z(A) 
for all (A, A)-bimodules M. 
Proof. Both sides give homological functors of the (A,A)-bimodules M, and the 
map H,(A, M) + Hk(As, Ms) extends to a Z(A)s-linear map H,(A, M)@,(,,Z(A)s -+ 
Hk(As,Ms). To prove it is an isomorphism, it is sufficient, according to [6], 
to treat the case k= 0, and using a presentation F, -+ F,-+M-+ 0 of M by free 
ABA’-modules, we may even reduce to the case M is free, and then to the case 
M=A@A’. In that case, the proposition reduces to the obvious equality 
A 0 Z(A)s=A,, 
Z(A) 
using the fact that 
(AOA”) 0 Z(A)s@Z(A),=A,@A’& 0 
.WI)OZ(A) 
Corollary 1. Let K=Speck(Z(A)). For any open set U of X”, denote by A(U), 
M(U), the As, Ms for S the multiplicative subset of Z(A) consisting of regular 
functions which are invertible on U, so that Z(A)(U) = T(U, gK). Then 
U- Hk(A(U),M(U)) is a sheaf on 2X (endowed with the Zariski topology). 0 
Example. Let k be a field of characteristic 0, let A be a smooth commutative k- 
algebra, then Hk(A, A) = a:,,, hence the corollary just means that U- Qi(,,,, is a 
Zariski sheaf, which is clear. 
Recall that A admits a flat A @A’-resolution, by the complex 
...AO(n’2)~AO(n’1)...with b’(a,@ .-.@a,+,) = (aoa,)@a2@...@a,+I- 
aoO(ala2)0...0a,+1... +(-l)“aoO...O(a,a,+l). 
(Note b,@bzEA@A@Ao acts on A@(“+‘) by (b,@b2).(ao@...@a,+,)= 
(b1ao)Oa,..~(a,+l b2).) Now there are 2 actions of Z(A) on this complex, 
obtained from embedding Z(A) into A or into A’. The induced actions on 
M@AOA~A@(n+2)=M@kA@” are given by the left and right actions of Z(A)CA 
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on M. Both induce the Z(A)-action on the homology of this complex, i.e. on the 
groups H,(A, M). 
Let us apply the proposition to A = U( 9), the enveloping algebra of a finite- 
dimensional Lie algebra ?J over a field k of characteristic 0. Let 9 *A 93*/G be 
the projection of EJ* to the quotient 9*/G of %* by the co-adjoint action of G. If 
%? is reductive, the center Z( ‘3 ) = Z(A) identifies with a( % */G). Kassel [7] showed 
that the Hochschild homology of U(9) is equal to the homology of the 6- 
complex...SZ~*~~;2~~‘-t...of [2]. L. t now UC 92*/G be an open set. Since 
@9*/G) acts on the &complex, and since d(U)O~.(l*,G)SZ~*=SZd-,~Li), we 
obtain 
Corollary 2. For U an open set of ??**/G (in the Zariski topology), the Hochschild 
homology of U(YJ )@zcc,@(U) is equal to the homology of the &complex 
. ..n.-l,,,&2;2’,,,,+ . ..of p-‘(U)c $$J*. 0 
We remark that Proposition 1 has an obvious extension to Ctale localization in 
SpecAZ(A)). 
From Corollary 1, we deduce the following Mayer- Vietoris theorem for cyclic 
homology: 
Corollary 3. Let R= Speck(Z(A)) = U, U U, be an open covering, and let U1,2 = 
U, fl U2. Then we have the Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence for cyclic homology 
. ..HC.~,(A(U,,,))-tHC,(A)-tHC,(A(U,)) 
OHCI,(A(U,))~HCI,(A(U~,*))~... 
Proof. Let C.,(A) denote the double complex of Connes. We claim that the 
morphism 
C..(A(U,))OC..(A(U2)>/C..(A(U))-tC..(A(U,,2)) 
induces a quasi-isomorphism on the associated simple complexes. But, for each col- 
umn, we obtain the morphism 
C.(A(U,))OC.(A(U,))/C.(A(U))~ C.M(U,,,N. 
which is a quasi-isomorphism, by virtue of Corollary 1. This proves our claim. i? 
Example. Let an abstract group G act on an affine algebraic variety Y over k. Let 
B be the k-algebra 8(Y), and let A be the crossed-product algebra A = k[G] Ok B, 
with the commutation relation g. b =g(b) . g, for b E B, g E G. The algebra B” of 
G-invariants is included in the center Z(A). Hence, denoting Y/G: = Spec(B’), we 
have a continuous map E+ Y/G of schemes over k. For every Zariski open set U 
of Y/G, denote by A(U) the corresponding localized algebra. Then we obtain the 
following results: 
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(1) U-H,(A(CJ),A(U)) is a sheaf on Y/G; 
(2) a Mayer-Vietoris sequence holds for HC,(A(U)), as in Corollary 3. 
This justifies the idea that HC,(A(U)) (made periodic) might be a reasonable 
equivariant cohomology theory. 
We do not claim that central localization is the only localization technique for 
Hochschild homology. Indeed, the Hochschild homology of the algebra of differen- 
tial operators on X satisfies Mayer-Vietoris, and may be computed by sheaf theory 
on X [ 1,3,4]. Hence there should be some localization principle which unifies cen- 
tral localization and sheaf theory on some topological space. 
The idea of sheafifying Hochschild homology was first introduced by Loday [8], 
who knew about localization of Hochschild and cyclic homology for commutative 
algebras. 
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